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As a young man, My Father was very smartly dressed, and was a keen tennis player. My mother had 
seen him about town and regarded him as quite a catch, especially as he was seven years older than 
she was. 

She told me that she 
was thrilled when he 
stepped up to her and 
said “Pray, what is your 
name?” and they 
arranged their first date. 
They used to meet 
beneath Mason’s Clock, 
the large clock above 
Mason’s the Jewellers 
in Rotherham which 
was a meeting place for 
couples in those days. 

It is difficult to pin my 
mother down during the war. Although born at 59 
Wellgate she spoke of living at Wickerlsey as a girl, 
just a little further out of town, the next suburb up from 
Brecks, where her Auntie Millie and Uncle Phil lived. 
She said she was something of a tomboy, and enjoyed 
climbing trees and playing in the woods nearby.  I 
assume that after her father died that the family must 
have been in changed circumstances, and a letter to 
her from my dad in 1943 is addressed to 3 Collegiate 
Terrace, 19 Moorgate Rotherham, and another two 
addressed to 10 Mabel street, Wellgate, Rotherham, in 
1944. There are also a couple of letters, from Bill in 
August 1944 addressed to her at the Womens Land 
Army Hostel, Whalton Nr Morpeth, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, where she seems to have worked harvesting in 
the women’s land army. 

There is an invoice for two persons, full board for six 
days at 12/6d per day. £7.10.00. dated May 2nd 1944. 
Mrs Nellist. Mother mentioned a Mrs Nellist as a 
pleasant landlady. It looks as though with his 
overseas posting coming closer, they managed to 
spend one of his brief leave periods together. You 
can understand them wanting to do this as on January 
22nd the Anzio offensive started, and the battle of 
Monte Cassino bagan in March.  
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My mother as a girl, outside her home in 

Wickersley, Rotherham.
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Clearly, things were developing fast in the course of the war and there must have been worries 
about what he would be facing. 

Mother was a telephonist in Rotherham during the war and she told of the tricks she could pull by 
calling exchange by exchange down the country to a call box near where Dad was stationed on the 
south coast, for long chats on local rate. 

My father and Mother married on the 26th April, 1945 in Rotherham Parish Church, after he was 
demobilised, and  I was born on 29th June, 1946 at Listerdale Maternity Home Wickersley, 
Rotherham. 

The first family home was a place called Rose Cottage, Dalton Parva, Nr Swinton and Rotherham. 
It had no electricity and was evidently very dilapidated. Buckets had to be placed around to catch 
leaks each time it rained. 

My father’s  job at Burton’s the Tailors was not retained for him after all and at the time of my birth 
he was working as a Salesman/Collector. With a young family, he soon opted for security and 
managed to get a clerical job with the Ministry of Pensions and National Insurance, where he 
remained until he retired. 
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Harvey Walker, Edith May Walker, Ted, Averil Walker, Dad, Mother,  
Phil Matthews, Grandmother and Eileen Moxon
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My mother had been a switchboard operator during the war, in Rotherham. The Rotherham 
exchange switched to automatic in December 1947, and she was invited to a farewell gathering of 
telephonists from 3.15 to 5pm. on the 3rd of December. and this This probably led to them moving 
in to the telephone exchange in Wath-upon-Dearne, where my maternal grandmother Edith May 
Walker was night caretaker. Mother worked on the switchboard during the day. 

Eventually, in 1950 or 1951 they got a new council house, number 102 Campsall Field Road, Wath-
upon-Dearne, on the new estate just then being built. It was one of the first of the houses to have 
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Fitzwilliam Street, Wath upon Dearne. The telephone exchange is no. 13, towards the 
top on the right.

Mother, on the switchboard at Fitzwilliam Street, about 1947-1950.
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been built. When we moved in the house was 
very bleak. It had composition floors, which 
were very cold in winter. The plaster was 
still drying out, and we could not decorate 
for a year or so, and the walls had to be 
painted with distemper only. It had coal fires 
and a through range in the kitchen, fired by 
the fire in the dining room.  

I used to enjoy spitting on to the oven top 
and watch it bounce up and down in little 
steaming balls, not something which my 
parents encouraged! It was always cold and 
damp, and economics decreed that we did 
not have coal fires during the week. 
Condensation was a constant problem, 
especially during the period of the house 
drying out. I remember my regular ritual of 
getting dressed for school, crouched closely 
over a one bar electric fire and watching my 
clothes steam on me until dry. 

At the top of the garden there were 
garages still being built, and I used to 
go up there to play (against 
instructions) by squeezing along a 
narrow gap between two garages, 
because it was dangerous and 
forbidden.  

I used to feel as though I would get 
stuck in the middle of this tunnel 
beyond reach, but it was exciting to 
take the chance.  

Once I pushed a half built wall and a concrete roof beam fell on me, trapping my legs, I think I was 
very lucky to escape injury! I was also very lucky to escape punishment (which was more important 
from my point of view, by wriggling free from the weight of the concrete beam  and eventually 
escaping from my potential tomb and discovery. 

Beyond the garages was the remains of the tip of the hill upon which we lived. This was gradually 
being cleared for more garages and houses on the other side of them, and we children called this 
partially excavated mound with its grassy plateau on top “the muck heap” It was a wonderful 
playground, castle, climbing range, mud slide, warren of dens, you name it, we made it. When it 
finally disappeared in the last lorry we transferred our attentions to “the quarry” just a short way 
beyond on Quarry Hill Road, or to Wath Woods where I could lose myself for the whole day. 
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Mum, Gwen, me Dad and Cousin Alan 
in the sitting room at Campsall Field Road.

The back garden at Campsall Field Road.
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Wath Woods surrounded the “fever hospital” beyond a mysterious high brick wall in the middle of 
the wood. We always held our breath passing this bit in case we caught some fearful disease! Above 
it was a ridge and ditch within the wood which I later learned was the remains of an old Brigantian 
hill fort. This also was a place of dens, sandstone crags, trees and adventure. Further down there 
was “the thicket” which was an area of the wood so overgrown that you could not even enter it 
without scratches and tears in clothing. Needless to say this became a favourite haunt of mine, and I 
shall never forget the thrill of finding an owl in there and watching it watching me, with its head 
turning almost full circle as it followed me in my circular transit of its space. 

There was also a small ruinous thing over a stream through the wood which was allegedly a roman 
well, another muddy place in which to hide, with the sense of being close to the brooding presence 
of long dead roman soldiers. 

Beyond the wood, and the quarry stretched seemingly limitless open country, dotted with old farms 
and winding lanes which led eventually to Hoober Stand, a folly dating back we were told, to the 
Napoleonic Wars, and beyond that the village of Wentworth. This whole area between the quarry, 
the wood and Wentworth was my main childhood playground. I remember catching tadpoles in the 
small swamp which then lay at the bottom of Abdy lane, and watching the corn being gathered, and 
put into stooks in the fields. Once, I managed to get into a potato field at the end of a day, after it 
was harrowed over but before the itinerant pickers got into it and liberated a large sack which I 
brought home on my soap-box cart. It kept us going for a very long time. 

On another occasion on my rambles, I found in the middle of the lane a large wooden box of fish. I 
raced back home full of excitement at having found what I thought to be a solution to the family 
food problems for at least a month, and urging them to immediately come with me to carry it home. 
The box was a good mile away, and we didn’t have a car back then. I was disappointed in their lack 
of enthusiasm, and not convinced by their argument that the fish were probably not very fresh by 
this time. They did smell a bit, but I didn’t think it was all that bad! Sometimes my parents were 
really lacking in resourcefulness and a spirit of adventure, I thought. 

Not all that long after we moved into Campsall Field Road, in 1951, my mother fell ill with what 
turned out eventually to be pneumonia. There is a letter from Grandma Hodkinson saying she was 
shocked to hear that what she had been told was a cold had worsened, and that she had obtained a 
jar of calves foot jelly to help. Mum was confined to bed downstairs in the sitting room, always a 
sign of serious illness! The doctor came daily and administered injections which fascinated me with 
the little phials of liquid which the hypodermic drew from. I managed to pinch a couple of the 
empties and they went into my brick box to join the growing collection of strange things I had 
found to use in my games and constructions. Eventually she was getting better, but had little 
appetite, so my dad decided one day to make her something tempting to eat. His culinary skills were 
never very good, probably worse than mine even, and he obtained a Vesta Paella (then a very new 
and exotic thing) The result was not exactly what he expected, as mum exploded, and yelled 
(weakly, for effect) “ I’m not eating that foreign muck!” When we took it back into the kitchen, he 
looked at me and said “I think son, she is getting better.” 

Once, around the same period, when dad was similarly ‘seriously’ ill, (I don’t know with what) as 
he began to recover, he had a craving for a russet apple. Mum and I trawled all over the place 
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looking for one and eventually tracked one down at a grocers shop well off our usual beat. He ate it 
with great enjoyment, saying that it really took him back to his youth. 

Apart from dad’s asthma and skin troubles I don’t recall much in the way of illness other than the 
usual snuffles and colds which went with the cold and damp of winter in an unheated house. 

More dramatic events were things like the time mother was ironing at Fitzwilliam Street, with the 
antiquated iron which my dad had repeatedly mended, and it blew up in her hand. She got a large 
oval scorched burn on her arm which was most impressive, to my eyes. She was also once was 
attacked by the local grocer’s Alsatian guard dog, whilst collecting insurance. She wasn’t hurt, 
fortunately but was very wary of that breed of dog ever after. 

She once said how resourceful people could be when she was collecting, and mentioned one woman 
in Bolton-on-Dearne (it was always Bolton-on-Dearne!) who used to insist on making her a cup of 
tea after putting the pound note down on the table. She would then sit the baby (minus nappy) on 
the note, whilst she passed mum the tea. She would then pick up the baby (and note) which would 
have stuck to the wet bum, and mum several times was convinced that she had picked up the note 
and put it in her folder. Back home, the books would not balance with the collected cash, and she 
would have to make up the difference out of her own pocket! 

On the whole though their life became settled into routine, and although there were persistent 
worries about money. I do remember being in bed and hearing heated arguments from the room 
below. I can recall worrying that they might separate and what would be my fate if they did. It 
turned out to be all about the debt they had incurred with the local grocer (the one with the Alsatian 
dog) who had taken to painting on the shop window in whitening, the names of people who were 
very overdue in settling up their ‘slate’. In general though, it was a happy childhood.
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